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Lee v. Butler (e), but is in the ordinary form as in Helby
v. Matthews (/), the trustee acquires no title as against the
owner of the goods though he received no notice of the
transaction (g). It must, however, be borne in rnind
that such an assignment is in itself an act of bankruptcy,
and if, in fact, a bankruptcy subsequently supervenes,
the goods may come within the reputed ownership clause,
as discussed in the foregoing pages (&).
section  3—protection  of  official  receiver  and
trustee in bankruptcy
It will be useful to set out in full here the provisions of
section 61 of the Bankruptcy Act, 1914 (i), which provides
protection in certain circumstances for official receivers
and trustees who have seized or disposed of goods which
are not the property of the debtor. This would cover
cases of goods let on hire or hire-purchase to the debtor,
provided that they were not in the hirer's reputed
ownership.
" 61. Where the official receiver or trustee has seized
or disposed of any goods, chattels, property or other
effects in the possession or on the premises of a debtor
against whom a receiving order has been made, without
notice of any claim by any person in respect of the same,
and it is thereafter made to appear that the said goods,
chattels, property or other effects were not,, at the date
of the receiving order, the property of the debtor, the
official receiver or trustee shall not be personally liable
for any loss or damage arising from such seizure or
disposal sustained by any person claiming such property
nor for the costs of any proceedings taken to establish a
claim thereto unless the Court is of opinion that the
official receiver or trustee has been guilty of negligence
in respect of the same."
(e) [1893] 2 Q.B. 318;   3 Digest 92, 241.
(/) [1895] A.C. 471 ;  3 Digest 471 ;   3 Digest 93, 245.
(g) Kitto v. Bilbie, Hobson <&< Co. (1895), 11 T.L.R. 214 ; 5 Digest
1091, 8920.
(h) Bankruptcy Act, 1914, ss. 1 (1) (a), 37, 38 ; 1 -Halsbury's Statutes
600, 642, 643.
(»)  1 Halsbury's Statutes 662.

